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Executive summary 
NIVA project is the answer developed by a consortium of 27 different partners, including of 9 
CAP Payment agencies, to the current discussion on the modernization of the Common 
Agricultural Policy (CAP). Regarding this context, one of the main objectives of NIVA is to 
spread and obtain the maximum benefit from the ongoing digitization of the agricultural 
sector to reduce administrative burdens and to improve the sustainability and competitiveness 
of the sector.  

Through this digitization process, there will appear new potential for data use and reuse and, 
thus, improved accessibility of CAP data. Those data sources have been proved as a powerful 
tool for monitoring the societal benefits of agriculture towards rural development or climate 
change mitigation, therefore an improved access to them will endorse the current process and 
will define new and promising ways of use.  In addition, the market availability of new tools 
and technologies and the increased interoperability between different ‘sub’ systems, like open 
data, farm management and information systems, telemetry on farm machinery and local 
sensors, provides additional incentives to modernize governance of the Agricultural sector. 
Consequently, NIVA aim is to explore, define and develop an innovation ecosystem through a 
new vision on the integrated administration and control system (IACS) – the instrument for 
CAP governance.  

Hence, NIVA will demonstrate how this new vision, implemented by different digital tools will 
enhance the operation of the CAP system and, at the same time, will lead to new opportunities 
for farmers and industry to improve farming processes and techniques to contribute to the 
sustainability and competitiveness of the agricultural sector.  

As a result, this general vision will be tested and demonstrated by the implementation of 9 
different Use Cases, proposed by NIVA Payment Agencies from 9 Member States, involved on 
their processes and systems and which represent common goals. The demonstration process 
will be carried out through the involvement of the stakeholders required to prove and evaluate 
the Use Cases innovations. Together, these Use Cases constitute a complete new IACS vision. 
Herewith, Paying Agencies and the involved actors will introduce modernized elements in the 
IACS system, helping Paying Agencies, farmers, advisors and solution providers to be prepared 
for the new challenges that Europe wants to address in the future CAP. 

To approach this, NIVA will consider needs expressed by users in demand-driven Use Cases. 
Therefore, Use Cases will identify common needs for improvements or innovations. The result 
of this analysis will create baseline knowledge and it will offer each PA critical information 
about how to prepare for the large-scale pilot even before the digital innovations are ready for 
implementation. 

A paramount part of the Use Cases planning, and coordination is the definition of a 
methodology framework to (i) characterize measurable social space for innovation and trials 
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deployment, (ii) to organize stakeholders’ involvement as co-creators addressing requirements 
and (iii) to define correctly and clearly those requirements.  

This document will establish a methodology to cover all development steps and cycles of NIVA 
Use Cases and, as consequence, to assess their impact and a baseline for their KPI values. The 
NIVA methodology will propose, in a coordinated way, how to collect the Use Cases 
requirements through stakeholder’s workshops, surveys, or even through hackathons that 
might be highly useful in iterative cycles for user validation and co-creations of ICT tools and 
services. As will be explained, this document is closely linked to the work done in WP3, WP4 
and WP5 and will show internal explicit coherence with other WP2 deliverables.  
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Introduction 
The objectives of this document D2.1 - Methodology Framework is the establishment of a 
common development framework for the NIVA Use Cases and, also, a shared language 
implemented using a joint set of tools as templates, interviewing techniques or many others.  

Those commonalities will bring together our different approaches and experiences and will 
establish a platform for discussion in order to learn from practice. Therefore, a common NIVA 
methodology, used by the mere beginning of Project NIVA development will produce better 
results, better linked Use Cases – despite of the internationalization of our Consortium – and, 
as minor consequence, better management of the Work Package 2. 

This document will explain how concepts as Open Innovation or Social Spaces of Innovation 
will be applied to classic development stages:  Preparation or design, Development and 
Evaluation or testing. In the preparation phase, due to the use-driven nature of NIVA project, a 
strategic approach is necessary to involve the stakeholders. Besides this, specific approaches 
are necessary to gather the requirements, compile relevant information and establish the links 
between Use Cases and WP4 tools and WP3 datasets. Other activities as tools deployment, 
development of the applications, perform the users roll out; provide the corresponding 
training will cover… the Development phase. In the evaluation phase – NIVA will understand 
this stage as a continuous process – it is necessary to use adequate indicators, measures and 
techniques for assess key processes and outcomes. This also will enable us to compare and 
benchmark experiences across the different Use Cases. 

The description of the methodology and tools will cover the first section of this document that 
will be completed with a second section describing the application of the NIVA methodological 
framework to each specific Use Case, according to their current states of developments.  
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1. The NIVA Methodology 

1.1 Overview 

NIVA project is beginning the process of creation of a set of digital solutions and e-tools, that 
could be services, apps or databases, to foster the creation of innovative ecosystem to support 
further development of national IACS system, increasing data reutilization and improving 
information flows. The process of development will be mainly guided by the ideas of high-
quality software development and innovation social ecosystems and both concepts must be 
implemented from the mere beginning of the NIVA tools creation. Therefore, all the classics 
stages of technical tool development will be permeated by those important concepts. In 
consequence, regarding our NIVA methodology, those different stages will be explained and 
analyzed showing the specific particularities applied to them in our context. 

Speaking in general, there is several software development approaches defined and designed 
that could be used during the development process of software. Those approaches are also 
referred as “Software Development Process Models”. Each process model follows a concrete 
life cycle in order to ensure success in process of tools development. Basically, this document 
will explain how requirements are translated into design, how code is produced according to 
the design (development phase) and how, after coding and development, the testing will verify 
the NIVA deliverable of the implementation phase against user requirements. The testing 
phase will follow, using a similar approach to the development. This summarized strategy will 
be used in NIVA, at least, in two iterative cycles.  

Therefore, there are mainly six phases in every IT tool life cycle: 

1. Requirement gathering and analysis 
2. Design 
3. Development or Implementation  
4. Testing 
5. Deployment 
6. Maintenance 

User requirements will be gathered in the initial phase. This phase is should be one of our main 
focuses, as Use Case managers, to obtain the involvement of stakeholders and users. Meetings 
with managers, stakeholders and users will be held in order to create our social space of 
interest completely determined the user's requirements: Who is going to use the tool? How 
will they use the Use Case?  What data should be their inputs?  What data should be shared 
across NIVA Use Cases ecosystem?  These are general questions that will be answered during 
this requirement gathering phase. Nevertheless, despite of their interest, these requirements 
will be analyzed in order to define their validity and the possibility of incorporating the 
requirements in the NIVA Use cases to be developed. This phase will generate several registers 
on Stakeholders list, Interviews with them and their results and the User Stories generated.  

In the design phase, the Use Case design is prepared from the stakeholders’ requisites which 
were studied in the previous phase. This design will facilitate the specific hardware and system 
requirements and will help in the definition of individual or shared NIVA components and NIVA 
architecture. Those preconditions will serve as input for the next development phase. Unlike 
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other classical methodologies, our development phase will be constantly guided by the users 
of each specific social space showing if our technical works follow, and to what extent, their 
needs and specifications.  

The three classical final stages (Testing, Deployment and Maintenance) will be implemented 
under NIVA methodology under a piloting in 3 rounds of demonstrations, in which the level of 
cross border collaboration will increase to pan-European levels. The Use Cases will be worked 
out in individual Member States, given the plans for the future of the CAP as more 
responsibilities on the implementation will be transferred to Member States. This approach 
also responds to the differences between the MS on organizational and technological aspects. 
In the second piloting round, based in our Innovation Ecosystem approach that allows cross-
border and multi-MS innovation collaborations, NIVA will deliver harmonized and joined 
results for future innovation needs. Our third cycle, called Robustness or outs calling, will be 
oriented towards final improvements and enhancements to foster NIVA project impact across 
the European IACS ecosystem. 

In parallel to this Use Case development and testing, this work package will elaborate a plan 
for the execution and large testing of the Use Cases. This will be carried out by building a 
piloting methodology itself, due to such an off-the-shelf methodology for trialing IACS 
innovations does not exist, and many relevant aspects are thus poorly understood and 
described. Therefore, the NIVA methodology will be directly related to Work Package 3 due to 
standardization will be obtained through interoperability and harmonization as many 
innovations involve different data sources, different languages and software implementations, 
different standards and legal frameworks. These need to be aligned and bridged, leading to 
recommendations and best-practice principles. In addition, NIVA methodology will highlight a 
shared Key Performance Indicators common framework. Now, some KPIs are elaborated but 
this is not combined in a consistent framework and not clearly linked to different types of 
indicators (i.e. process, outcome, composite). This document will provide this common 
methodology framework to establish baseline values in a logical environment.  

NIVA methodology main objective is to define a piloting-process that will help the Use Cases to 
reach maturity as large-scale pilots according to commonly defined steps, templates, 
guidelines, user requirements analysis, stakeholders’ involvement, solution development, 
testing techniques, etc. to complete a sound implementation.  

A detailed description of each phase of the life cycle explained in following sections is provided 
within the scope of this point. To describe in detail each of the phases, the following aspects 
will be considered: 

 • Scope: Identify the purpose of the phase and its temporal dimension, contextualizing it in 
the development of R & D & I projects directed by users considered in the scope of NIVA. 

 • Start conditions: Establish the contextual conditions, resources and information that is 
necessary to know to begin the execution of each phase of the life cycle. 

 • Activities to consider: This section aims to recommend a list of possible activities to achieve 
the objectives set for each phase of the life cycle considering the principles of open innovation 
led by people. 
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 • Participation of end users: This section will indicate the type of initiatives that must be 
carried out to favor the participation of the beneficiary communities in the activities of the life 
cycle phase, in such a way that the correct application is ensured of the principles of open 
innovation led by people. 

 • Types of results to be obtained: This section is intended to indicate the results that must be 
obtained in a phase of the life cycle of participatory innovation led by people so that the other 
phases of the innovation life cycle can begin. 

 • Techniques to consider: This section will recommend different techniques and good 
practices to implement the principles of open innovation led by people to achieve the 
objectives set for each phase of the life cycle. 

1.2 NIVA Use Cases 

The NIVA methodology furtherly explained will be applied to our list of those proposed Used 
Cases, which development will be the core activity of NIVA Work Package 2. Those Use Cases 
are: 

Use Case 
Group 

Use 
Case 
ID 

Use Case Title LEAD MS 
(PA) 

Testing 
PAs 

Monitoring UC1a Earth Observation Monitoring and 
Traffic Lights 

Greece 
(OPEKEPE) 

DAFM, 
ASP, ARIB, 
AGEA 

UC1b Agro-environmental monitoring France (ASP) RVO, DAA, 
FEGA 
(ITACYL) 

UC1c Farmer Performance Estonia 
(ARIB) 

AGEA 

Prefilled 
application 

UC2 Prefilled application, GSAA/Land link Lithuania 
(NPA) 

FEGA 

Farm 
Registry 

UC3 Farm Registry Spain (FEGA) CAPDER 

Self-
Certification 

UC4a Geotagged photos Ireland 
(DAFM) 

NPA, 
ARIB, 
AGEA, 
OPEKEPE 
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UC4b Machine data in Geo-spatial 'on-line' 
aid application GSAA as added value 
data 

The 
Netherlands 
(RVO) 

DAA, 
FEGA 
(ITACYL), 
OPEKEPE 

Seamless 
Claim 

 

UC5a Land Parcel Identification System LPIS 
update & change detection 

Denmark 
(DAA) 

ASP, FEGA 
(ITACYL & 
CAPDER) 

UC5b Scheme Eligibility and Payment 
eligibility: Click & Pay 

Italy (AGEA)  

Despite of the NIVA methodology will be developed in the following sections, some of NIVA 
Use Cases have already started their application during months M1 to M4. There is huge 
material related to the use of the methodology that will be presented in following deliverables 
(see section 1.3). Nevertheless, in this point will be presented the current state of NIVA Use 
Cases description and evolution, using the NIVA Use Case description template: 

1.2.1 UC1b: Agro-Environmental Monitoring 

OVERVIEW  
Environmental and climate issues are among the most important objectives of the 
current programming period of the CAP and even more in the next one. The aim of 
UC1b  is to use IACS data in order to calculate environmental proxies that are of 
interest to stakeholders in a harmonized way in different MS. The UC1b thus meets 
one of the objectives of the NIVA project, which is to share IACS data in favor of 
environmental issues on a pan European perspective. 

Part 1: UML use case diagram  
Part not yet completed 

Part 2: Narrative explanation of the use case(s) 
Realization of a continuous agro-environmental and country-level monitoring and 
reporting requires the fundamental review of measures for sustainability with the 
associated indicators for monitoring the performance of the environmental policy 
objectives concerning water, biodiversity, soil, climate and landscape for dairy and 
arable farming. UC1b will address this issue through identifying relevant indicators and 
models at the level of farm holding, MS and EU level, integrating appropriate data 
streams from EO monitoring and application forms, FMIS, Internet of Things (IoT) and 
other reference data. The resulting database with a sophisticated level of 
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interoperability and accessibility can be used to obtain the agricultural, environmental 
and social indicators to support CAP environmental governance that will be piloted and 
implemented in real conditions in DK, ES, FR, GR and NL with set of resulting 
recommendations. 

Part 3: Detailed, structured description of the use case  

Use Case Description 

Name Environmental monitoring 

Goal 
Compute relevant environmental indicators through models and algorithms at 
the level of farm holding MS and EU level. 

Description 

UC1b will rely on already existing environmental models developed by research 
institutes and on already existing data (IACS, EO monitoring output, and other 
geographical data) 

The value and asset of the selected indicators will have to be shared between 
stakeholders and members of the consortium participating in UC1b 

IT processing will be designed, prototyped and developed on an harmonized 
data model between MS 

Environmental indicators will be calculated in each of the MS on a large scale 
basis. 

Pre-condition Existence of relevant environmental model  

Outcome 
Calculation/quantification of valuable environmental data derived from IACS 
data 

Flow of Events – Basic Path  

Step 1 

Reviewing of already existing environmental model developed by research 
institutes, relying on IACS data, EO monitoring data and other available 
geographical data 

INRA has in charge to identify those indicators 

Step 2 

Selection of indicators the value of wich has to be shared between members 
participating in this UC 

Stakeholders and members of the consortium participating in this UC 
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Use Case Description 

Step 3 

Design and development of a prototype for selected indicators on an 
harmonized data model between MS 

The processing will rely on 2 main phases :  

- calculation of useful markers according to “ EO area monitoring 
methodology” (see UC1a) 

- Computation of IACS data and monitoring output data with 
other geographical data (soil and meteo for example) 

ASP, INRA and IGN will be in charge of this prototype 

Step 4 
Operating the prototype, analyse of the output, testing and sharing the result 

FR and and other interested MS 

Step 5 

Set of the pilot process and development of IT module in order to automatize 
some part of the process based on an harmonized data model between MS 

ASP, INRA and IGN 

Step 6 
Operating the pilot producing environmental indicators on a large scale 

FR and and other interested MS 

Step 7 Analyse of the output of the pilot and communicating the result 

Flow of Events – Alternative Paths  

Step 1  Several  options are possible according to the model that will be selected 

Step 2  

…..  

DATA FLOW – HARMONISATION TOPICS 

Part 1 : Overview  input – output data 
Phase 1 (calculation of useful markers according to “ EO area monitoring 
methodology”) 

- Input data : IACS data (delineation of agricultural parcel, crop code, other IACS 
data to be determined) + sentinel data,  

- Output data : biophysical markers (NDVI, LAI, Fcover, …) 
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Phase 2 (computation of IACS data and monitoring output data with other 
geographical data) 

- Input data : IACS data (same phase 1) + output data phase 1 (biophysical 
markers) + other geographical data (soil, meteo, …) 

- Output data : output of the environmental model (biomass, carbone storage 
indicator, biodiversity indicator, water management indicator, … 

Interaction with other uses cases 

UC1b is closely linked to UC1a. The first phase of the process sticks clearly to the UC1a 
process. 

If other use cases (UC13 or UC3) are able to provide farming practices information, it 
could be used as input data in order to improve the model (for example the use of crop 
residus could be useful for improving the carbon storage calculation) 

Output of UC1b could also be reused by UC1c (farmer performance for environmental 
issues) 

 

Part 2: Use case steps 

Part not yet completed 
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Part 3: Harmonisation issues  
Harmonisation is one of the core issue of NIVA in general. Regarding UC1b, the 
objective is to be able to operate a same environmental indicator in different 
countries. Thus the need of harmonisation concerns input data of the environmental 
models that will be selected, that is to say : 

- IACS data. This need is more or less the same as the one for some of the others 
use cases and particularly UC1a 

- Biophysical markers. This need should be in direct connection with the 
harmonisation issues of UC1a 

- The selected models will have to be applicable for the different crops, soils and 
climate existing in the different EU countries 

- As far as they will be needed for indicator modelling, external data as soil and 
meteo will have be harmonised as the other input data 

Part 4: Harmonisation opportunities 

There is a clear re-use opportunity between UC1a and UC1b regarding some of the 
biophysical markers that will be used for the purpose of EO monitoring  (UC1a) and 
indicator  modelling and environmental monitoring (UC 1b). 

1.2.2 UC1c: Farmer Performance 

OVERVIEW  

There is a need derived from new CAP monitoring requirements (done by consultants, 
Paying Agencies, Non-Governmental Organisations, etc) to get data from IACS to 
evaluate farmers’ impact on environment, climate and economical sustainability. In 
order to measure such impact, hence “farm performance”, enhanced interoperability 
between IACS and various information systems is required. It will also require 
identifying IACS data gaps, and possible methods to collect this data. 

UC1c demonstrates enhanced links between IACS and farmer, addressing issues of 
interoperability and including Farm Management Information Systems (FMIS), farmer 
machinery and other equipment, advisory services information system for the purpose 
to support Smart Farming, fulfilment of support schemes requirements and IACS 
monitoring. The UC1c pilot results in mapped information systems and demonstrated 
solutions. The pilot establishes evidence for recommended standards and data 
structure of interfaces (APIs) between different systems. 

Farmers and their associations, farm advisory services, agricultural software providers, 
paying agencies and legislators are included in the mapping process in order to obtain 
information about the information systems used and available data. It is necessary to 
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obtain the information from European Commission which data is needed for 
agricultural indicators and their impact. 

UC1c will be piloted in three cycles: 

 1st Cycle: Gathering requirements/needs from European Commission, Member 
States and other stakeholders. Mapping available data and software used by 
different stakeholders. Proposing standards and describing API-s for data 
exchange between stakeholders and IACS; Development and test API-s in real 
conditions at least in MS leading UC1c (ARIB/Estonia). 

 2nd Cycle: Continued Development and testing API-s in real conditions at least 
in Member State leading UC1c (ARIB/Estonia). Stakeholder’s feedback and 
validation. Further improvements development and test. Missing software 
tools election. Testing will be done in more Member States involved in UC1c 
(AGEA/Italy). 

 3rd Cycle: Cross Member State (pan-European) testing and Call for 
contributions developments, test and validation. Bringing in also other Member 
States or Paying Agencies not involved in NIVA through the Call for 
Contributions (especially Financial Support for Third Party Mechanism). 

Part 1: UML use case diagram  
Figure 1. Graphical overview of the use case UC1c and involved actors
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Part 2: Narrative explanation of the use case(s) 
Farm level data collected via the IACS is an important resource which has the potential 
for broader use by several stakeholders, like Paying Agencies, legislators, farm advisory 
service providers, farmers. In order to get data from IACS to evaluate farmers’ impact 
on environment, climate and economical sustainability enhanced interoperability 
between IACS and various information systems is required. Purpose of the UC1c is: 

 To identify relevant common indicators and document appropriate 
methodology; 

 To map the available data and related information systems used by 
stakeholders; 

 To build an API prototype enabling data exchange between stakeholders and 
IACS.  

Part 3: Detailed, structured description of the use case (template below) 

Use Case Description  
Name  UC1c Farmer Performance   

Goal  To enable broader use of IACS data for evaluating farmer’s impact 
on environment, climate, economical sustainability.  

Description  
IACS data is used to calculate agricultural indicators measuring 
farmer performance. API prototype is available for data exchange 
between stakeholders and IACS.       

Pre-condition  

Relevant common indicators have been identified and agreed. 
Available data and related information systems of different 
stakeholders have been mapped, potential data gaps have been 
identified.    

Outcome  Indicators and calculated values of indicators      
Flow of Events – Basic Path   

Step 1  
Paying Agency decides to use the prototype for calculation of pre-
defined indicators.    

Step 2  
Paying Agency deploys applicable components for particular 
Member State’s IACS, based on proposed standards and 
components available under EUPL licence.     

Step 3  Component is able to calculate values of defined indicators based 
on IACS data.  

Step 4  Paying Agency will use calculated data. Paying Agency may share 
the calculated data with other stakeholders.     

Step 5  
Farmer will use calculated data. Any other interested party 
(agricultural consultants, agricultural software providers, 
legislators, etc) will use calculated data.     
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Flow of Events – Alternative Paths   

Step 1a   Paying Agency develops additional indicators/components for 
their IACS.    

DATA FLOW – HARMONISATION TOPICS 

Part 1 : Overview  input – output data 

Figure 2. UC1c main input and output data 
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Part 2: Use case steps 

Figure 3. UC1c use case steps 

 

 

Part 3: Harmonisation issues  
Set of common indicators 

UC1c aims to define a set of common indicators applicable across different Member 
States. However, due to the geographical diversity and different climatic conditions, 
agricultural practices etc it may require some effort to establish set of common 
indicators applicable and usable across EU. Also different Member States may be 
interested in measuring different aspects of farmer performance. Defined indicators 
have to be on sufficiently general level in order to be usable in different Member 
States.          

Availability of data across different Member States 

Availability of input data for calculating indicators may vary across different Member 
States. This must be taken into account when establishing set of indicators.      

Part 4: Harmonisation opportunities 
Purpose of the Use Case UC1c is to create methodology of defining farm-level 
indicators and to build API prototype for calculating defined indicators. Considering 
this, UC1c does not receive direct input from other the NIVA Use Cases nor provide 
direct input for the other Use Cases. Nevertheless, process of defining common 
indicators of interest and mapping available data across different Member States 
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provides an opportunity to establish common methodology for creating indicators and 
define common API standards.              

1.2.3 UC4b: Machine data in Geo-spatial 'on-line' aid application  
This use case has not used the NIVA Use Case template. However, it has provided all the 
requested information. Due to editorial reasons, it will be not added to the current version of 
this document.   

1.2.4 UC5a: Land Parcel Identification System LPIS update & 
change detection 

OVERVIEW  

Part 1: UML use case diagram  

 

Part 2: Narrative explanation of the use case 
This use case “LPIS update & Change detection” aims to minimise manual procedure 
with a new change detection process using a combination of DSM comparison and 
automatic images analysis. Especially in a monitoring context, automatic control of 
changes allows us to process a large volume of data. 

The basis for this use case is different from the other use cases as we use orthophoto 
to do the analysis on rather than satellite imagery. Satellite imagery (10 meter 
resolution) is not sufficient to get the needed quality of LPIS, whereas analysis on 
orthophoto (30 – 50 cm resolution) has the potential to give the needed quality. 

 

The use case is composed of three modules. The first one focused on non agricultural 
elements changes like Ecological Focus Area (EFA) e.g. hedges and Landscape Feature 
(LF) e.g. buildings (official vocabulary from EC, Joint Research Center JRC, see CAP UML 
model bellow  https://lpis.jrc.ec.europa.eu/CAP_IACS/index.htm ). 
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The second and third possible module target the automatic change detection of 
reference parcel boundaries and automatic change detection of whether the reference 
parcel is correct or not. Currently there is no funding for the the second and third part, 
so the whether these parts are going to be a part of NIVA is still uncertain. 

Part 3: Detailed, structured description of the use case 

Use Case Description  
Name  LPIS : Update & Change detection - Non-agricultural areas  

Goal  
To update LPIS database by locating automatically Ecological Focus 
Area (EFA) and Landscape Feature (LF) changes.  

Description  
Between two dates of orthophotos the tool will generate a layer of 
ponctual alerts using a digital terrain and surface model 
differential.   

Pre-condition  

Relevant input data are :  
 A robust LPIS  
 Orthophotos (year and year-1)  
 Digital Terrain Model  
 Digital Surface Model (year and year-1)  

Outcome  An updated LPIS regarding EFA and LF changes.  
Flow of Events – Basic Path   

Step 0  Make an inventory of existing data and choose the study (control) 
area  

Step 1  A payment agency engineer uses the application with current 
version of LPIS database and last orthophotos acquired.   

Step 2  After processing, the payment agency has ponctual located alerts 
with attributes appeared and diseapered for EFA and LF elements.  

Step 3  

An operator of the payment agency checked alerts on new 
orthophotos with three possible actions :  

 vectorise new EFA and LF elements apeared  
 delete objects disepeared in LPIS   
 reject alerts if they’re false  

Step 4  The updated LPIS database can be used to calculate eligibility 
surface and aids (link with UC5b)  

Flow of Events – Alternative Paths   

Step 2 bis  
The module can use automatic segmentation, in this 
case objects would be automatically delineated and integrated in 
LPIS (with statistical sampling control)  
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Module 2 (DAA – reference parcel boundaries)  

Use Case Description  

Name  LPIS : Update & Change detection - Automatic change detection 
of reference parcel boundaries  

Goal  
To update the LPIS database by automatically locating the 
reference boundaries which have changed and those boudnaries 
that have not.  

Description  

Machine learning is used to evaluate with what degree of 
certainty the reference parcel boundaries are correct. This can be 
used as an alert for where there could be something wrong with 
the reference parcel boundary.  

Pre-condition  
Relevant input data is:  

 New orthophoto of part or the entire country  
 Reference parcels  

Outcome  An updated LPIS regarding reference parcel boundaries.  
Flow of Events – Basic Path   

Step 0  

Test phase  
Make an inventory of existing data and choose the study (control) 
area  
  
Implementation phase  
Make the relevant data available to run the algorithm  

Step 1  

Test phase  
The Payment Agency or the developing company runs the 
algorithm with the current version of LPIS database and 
latest orthophoto acquired.   
Implementation phase  
The Payment Agency runs the algorithm with the current version 
of LPIS database and latest orthophoto acquired.  

Step 2  

The outcome of the algorithm is alerts for which reference parcel 
boundaries needs to be updated and which do not.  
Test phase  
An operator of the Paying Agency checks a large random sample 
of the alerts on the orthophoto that the application has been run 
on. Each alert is registered seperately with one of these 
outcomes:  

 Alert that the reference parcel boundary is incorrect   
     1) Alert is right  
     2) Alert is wrong  

Implementation phase  
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Operators of the Paying Agency checks the alerts on the newest 
orthophoto with the following outcomes:  

 Alert that the reference parcel boundary is incorrect   
     1) Alert is right -> reference parcel boundary is updated    

     manually in LPIS      
     2) Alert is wrong  

It would be valuable to keep track of alerts which are wrong. If 
there is a large number of wrong alerts, it might be 
worth reconsidering if the algorithm needs to be refined.  

Step 3  

Test phase  
Algorithm is refined to make sure that we get as many correct 
alerts as possible.  
  
Implementation phase  
The updated LPIS database can be used to calculate eligibility 
surface and consequently amount to be paid to farmers (link with 
UC5b)  

Flow of Events – Alternative Paths   

Step 2 
Implementatio
n phase  

If the quality of the reference parcel boundaries are of a very 
good precision, it could be possible to automatically update the 
reference parcel boundaries in LPIS.  
This will mean continues quality control, to make sure that the 
updates are to the standards of the Commission.  
Whether this is feasible to achieve during the NIVA-project is 
unknown.  

  
Module 3 (DAA – check of entire reference parcel)  

Use Case Description  

Name  LPIS : Update & Change detection - Automatic change detection 
of whether the entire reference parcel is correct or not  

Goal  
To update the LPIS database by automatically assessing whether 
the entire reference parcel is correct or not (boundaries, eligibility 
etc.)  

Description  

Machine and/or deep learning is used to evaluate with what 
degree of certainty the entire reference parcel is correct 
(boundaries, eligibility, etc.). This can be used as an alert for 
where there could be something wrong with the reference parcel 
boundary.   
If the quality is good enough, it might also be possible to give 
those reference parcels, with a high degree of certainty that the 
reference parcel is okay, a new date. This new date means 
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that the reference parcel has been checked in the update cycle 
and does not need to be checked manually (except for quality 
control on the response from the algorithm).  

Pre-condition  
Relevant input data is:  

 New orthophoto of part or the entire country  
 Reference parcels  

Outcome  An updated LPIS regarding reference parcels.  
Flow of Events – Basic Path   

Step 0  

Test phase  
Make an inventory of existing data and choose the study (control) 
area  
  
Implementation phase  
Make the relevant data available to run the algorithm  

Step 1  

Test phase  
The Payment Agency or the developing company runs the 
algorithm with the current version of LPIS database and latest 
orthophoto acquired.   
Implementation phase  
The Payment Agency runs the algorithm with the current version 
of LPIS database and latest orthophoto acquired.  

Step 2  

The outcome of the algorithm is alerts for which reference 
parcels needs to be updated and which do not.  
Test phase  
An operator of the Paying Agency checks a large random sample 
of the alerts on the orthophoto that the application has been run 
on. Each alert is registered seperately with one of these 
outcomes:  

 Alert that the reference parcel incorrect   
     1) Alert is right (RP needs editing)  
     2) Alert is wrong (RP does not need editing)  
 Alert that the reference parcel correct   
     3) Alert is right (RP does not need editing)  
     4) Alert is wrong (RP needs editing)  

Implementation phase  
Operators of the Paying Agency checks the alerts on the newest 
orthophoto with the following outcomes:  

 Alert that the reference parcel boundary is incorrect   
     1) Alert is right (RP needs editing) -> reference parcel is 
edited   
     manually  
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     2) Alert is wrong (RP does not need editing) -> the 
reference   
     parcel date is updated manually   
Alert that the reference parcel correct   
     3) Alert is right (RP does not need editing) -> the 
reference   
     parcel date is updated manually   
     4) Alert is wrong (RP needs editing) > reference parcel 
is   
     edited manually  

It would be valuable to keep track of alerts which are wrong. If 
there is a large number of wrong alerts, it might be worth 
reconsidering if the algorithm needs to be refined.  

Step 3  

Test phase  
Algorithm is refined to make sure that we get as many correct 
alerts as possible.  
  
Implementation phase  
The updated LPIS database can be used to calculate eligibility 
surface and consequently amount to be paid to farmers (link with 
UC5b)  

Flow of Events – Alternative Paths   

Step 2 
Implementatio
n phase  

If the quality of the alerts on the entire reference parcel are of a 
very good quality – meaning that it finds the main parts of the 
errors - it could be possible to automatically update the date of 
the reference parcel in LPIS. Meaning that the reference parcel 
have been checked and updated in the update cycle.   
This will mean continues quality control, to make sure that the 
updates are to the standards of the Commission.  
Whether this is feasible to achieve during the NIVA-project is 
unknown.  
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DATA FLOW – HARMONISATION TOPICS 

Part 1: Overview input – output data  

Module 1 (IGN) 

 

In more detail, it is necessary for this use case to have following input diachronic data 
(called year 1 for the oldest one and year 2 for the most recent): 

- A robust LPIS with a good quality for the year 1 (EFA, LF, parcels) 
- Recent (year 2) orthophoto coverage (for the entire part of administrative 

divisions needed for the LPIS update), RVB + IRC with a good resolution to 
decect small elements (between 10 and 50 cm maximum) 

- Old orthophoto (year 1) with the same caracteristics than year 2 
- A Digital Terrain Model with a minimum resolution of 50 cm 
- A Digital Surface Model year 1 (with a min. resolution of 50 cm) 
- A Digital Surface Model year 2 (with a min. resolution of 50 cm) 

For this use case, the output data are some layers alerts: 

- Alerts of appaered EFA and LF 
- Alerts of disappaered EFA and LF 
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Module 2 (DAA – reference parcel boundaries) 

 
Input data: 

- New orthophoto of part or the entire country 
- Reference parcels  

Output 

- Alert that the reference parcel boundary is incorrect  

Module 3 (DAA – check of entire reference parcel) 

Input data: 

- New orthophoto of part or the entire country 
- Reference parcels  

Output 

- Alert that the reference parcel is incorrect  
- Alert that the reference parcel is correct 
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Part 2: Use case steps  
Module 1 (IGN) 
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Module 2 (DAA – reference parcel boundaries) & Module 3 (DAA – check of entire 
reference parcel

 

Part 3: Harmonisation issues  
The use case must be able to integrate the input data of each Member State of 
European Union. A priori, Orthophotos, DSM, and DTM are globally produced with 
similar specifications and can be used in this use case. 

Non-agricultural objects does not necessary have the same specifications even though 
input instructions respect the CAP rules and regulation. This happens because national 
adjustments are permitted or local landscape specification are needed regarding 
particular vegetation, climate, etc.  

A first step for this use case is to collect all ecological focus area and land feature 
definitions using the WP3 questionnaire. A second step consists on finding elements 
with the same eligibility impacts (e.g. roads are non-eligible in each MS of EU).  

Another issue not yet tackled is the fact that most algorithms need annual updates. 
Who will carry out this when NIVA concludes? If we do not handle this in one place, 
there is a risk that the algorithms are not used or need specification in each Paying 
Agency. This defeats the goal of harmonised tools. 

Finally, Module 3 which deals with automatic check of the entire reference parcel, 
might prove to be too complex, with the different rules in the different member states. 
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Part 4: Harmonisation opportunities 

This use case is not directly linked with other use cases. 

Modules or methods of this use case will be difficult to reuse for other use cases. It is 
the only use case using orthophotos (30 – 50 cm resolution) rather than satellite 
imagery (10 meter resolution). This is due to this need for high resolution, to get the 
needed quality of LPIS. This is also the only use case which use reference parcels and 
EFA/LF objects from LPIS.  

Nevertheless this use case might be able to exchange knowledge in these areas: 

- Deep learning process for monitoring (UC1a to maybe reuse in deep learning 
process with orthophotos) 

- DIAS access and applications (UC1a) 
- Macro changing detected by monitoring with Sentinel images (e.g. clear-cutting 

of forest – maybe this can be implemented with orthophotos).   
- Field return from beneficiaries with Geotagged photos (UC4a) 

Part 5: Limits and risks 
Limit: Tool efficiency 

The tool should be good enough to enable a quicker LPIS update. One of the questions 
could be whether the tool will be useful, if it does not detect all non-agricultural areas? 

The gain of efficiency should be measured => potential KPI 

Limit: Update frequency 

The tool may speed up the update frequency. However, the update frequency mainly 
depends on the availability of the source data. I.e. a yearly LPIS update cycle would be 
ideal in the continuous monitoring process, but we cannot ensure it just by using the 
change detection tool. 

 Complexity of output data 
o In case of a wide diversity of non-agricultural areas between member 

states, it may be difficult to design and develop a tool adapted to all 
member states. 

 Potentially higher administration costs for LPIS 
o If the tool is run on a larger area than the normal update cycle of 

reference parcels, this can result in many more reference parcels, which 
needs to be corrected, than normally in a year. This can increase the 
costs for update of LPIS, if it has to be done manually. 
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1.2.5 Pending descriptions 
The Use Cases UC1a, UC2, UC3, UC4a, UC5b have not provided their descriptions using the 
NIVA templates, therefore, they could be considered in the same state than in proposal time. 
Consequently, the Use Cases descriptions in the proposal are considered still valid. Those 
updates will be added, possibly as annex, in deliverable D2.2. 
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The following table shows the Road Map of NIVA Use Cases highlighting the main project 
activities explained in our methodology: D – Design, DV – Development, DP – Deployment, T – 
Test, V – Validation, MAA – Multi-Actor Approach, OC – Open Call, IT – Interoperability Trial.  

    

 

       

NIVA USE CASE ROADMAP          
    

 

     

USE CASE  All UCs       

POINT OF CONTACT         

          

Use Case 
2019   

M1 M2 M3 M4 M5 M6 M7   
UC1a                 
UC1b MA   MA MA MA MA D   

UC1c 
    D D/MA D/MA D/MA D/MA   

UC2                 
UC3     MA D D D MA   

UC4a     MA MA D D D   
UC4b                 
UC5a                 
UC5b                 

Use Case 
2020 

M8 M9 M10 M11 M12 M13 M14 M15 M16 M17 M18 M19 

UC1a                         
UC1b D D D D D D D DV DV DV ? ? 

UC1c 
DV DV DV DV DV DV 

T/DP/
MA 

T/DP/
MA 

T/DP/
MA 

T/DP/
MA 

MA/D
P T 

UC2                         
UC3 DV DV DV DV DV DV MA DP DP DP DP DP 

UC4a DV DV DV DV DV DV DV MA DP DP DP DP 

UC4b                         
UC n                     IT IT 
UC n                       
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Use Case 
2021 

M20 M21 M22 M23 M24 M25 M26 M27 M28 M29 M30 M31 

UC1a                         
UC1b ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? 

UC1c 
T T T T T IT/T/V IT/T/V IT/T/V IT/T/V IT/T/V IT/T/V IT/T/V 

UC2                         
UC3 DP T T T T IT IT T T V V V 

UC4a DP T T T T IT IT T V V V V 
UC4b                         
UC n IT                       
UC n                         

Use Case 
2022        

M32 M33 M34 M35 M36 
       

UC1a                 
UC1b ? ? ? ? ?      

UC1c 
IT/T/V IT/T/V IT/T/V IT/T/V    

  
  

UC2              
UC3 V              

UC4a V              
UC4b                
UC n              
UC n               
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1.3 Large-scale Pilots deliverables  

The NIVA methodology Framework, due by the end of M4 (September 2019), describes all the 
tools, templates and techniques to guide the NIVA Work Package 2 Use Cases along their 
development way and helping them to define their critical success factors. This NIVA 
methodology is described in D2.1 - Methodology Framework that will describe, in the following 
points, the piloting methodology as a standardized method across pilots, including 
mechanisms for collection stakeholders’ feedback and requirements, development of 
components and implementation of the Use Cases across piloting cycles. 

The point 1.4 – Social spaces of Innovation and 1.5 - Stakeholders will describe the concepts of 
Stakeholder involvement and Social Spaces of Innovation and how they will be applied in NIVA 
Project. These sections of the methodology will highlight the importance of this foundation 
stage and how Use Cases will gather this useful information from the final users to define the 
requirements that they are requesting. Information gathering and users’ involvement will be 
furtherly explained and developed in our future deliverable D2.2 - Stakeholders involvement 
strategy & executions, due by the end of M6, M24 and M36. These documents will collect and 
explain the outcomes of NIVA overall strategy gathering stakeholders’ (farmers, cooperatives, 
ngo's, technology implementers...) feedback. Therefore, the current document will explain the 
results of Information Gathering process in the current state of development. The final results 
of this process will be presented in the first version of D2.2 at the end of 2019. 

On the other hand, points 1.5.3 Stakeholders Requirements and 1.6 Design, development and 
deployment will be complemented and completely developed in the NIVA Deliverable D2.3 Co-
Design of selected Use Case Components, due by months M8 (February 2020) and M24. 
Therefore, the results of the designed guidelines explained in this document will be explained 
in this future deliverable and completely developed in its final version. These deliverables will 
describe the design of the Use Cases, their shared components and their development paths.  

NIVA methodology will suggest the use of Agile Methodologies for Software development. 
Those points will be explained in sections 1.6 Design, development and deployment and 1.6.1 
Suggested Methodologies. The results of the application of NIVA methodology on these issues 
will be presented in deliverables D2.4 Use Case Components Development, due by M14 and 
M24. These deliverables will document the ICT components and their source as implemented 
across the 9 used cases, under the current state of development in each specific stage. The 
software components as part of the Use Cases will be directly linked to Work Package 4 
results. 

The Testing and Validation phases of the NIVA methodology, explained in the point 1.7 Testing 
and Validation of this document will be, at a later stage, developed and completed in 
deliverables D2.5 Use Cases Test and Validation, due by M18, M24 and M36. These future 
deliverables will describe the results of the deployment of the use cases and their tools and 
components in real life conditions across different member states. The documents will reflect 
lessons learned, stakeholders’ feedback on real results and final NIVA achievements. 

Finally, points 1.6.2 Risk Analysis, 1.6.3 Results and Impact assessment and 1.8 Deployment 
explaining those methodological aspects will be developed and implemented in the deliverable 
D2.6 Monitoring and Benchmarking, due by M12, M24 and M36. The first version of this 
deliverable will largely develop the monitoring and evaluation framework already depicted in 
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this current document. The later versions of the deliverable will document the achievement of 
KPI's across the pilots in terms of the specifications gathered, that could be reduction of 
administrative burden, farmer participation, or economic improvements... 

1.4 Approaches in Literature and contributions from previous 
projects 

NIVA will follow an interactive innovation model as developed by the EIP-AGRI1 and fosters the 
development of research and the uptake of innovations into operational applications and the 
creation of new ideas thanks to interactions between actors, sharing knowledge, expertise, 
capabilities and a wide range of components as software apps, field sensors, data sources... 
The interactive innovation model is implemented in this Project through a "multi-actor 
approach” MAA. The “multi-actor approach” aims to make innovation fully demand-driven, 
involving various actors (farmers, farmers' groups, PAs, Public Administrations, citizenship, 
etc.) during the whole cycle. A multi-actor approach needs to demonstrate a) how the project 
fulfills the proposed objectives and planning target needs/problems and opportunities of end-
users and stakeholders and b) how it complements existing research, innovation and best 
practices. 

MAA has been evolved from lessons learnt, success methodologies and open innovation 
ecosystems supported by EC (both DG Agriculture and DG Connect) evolving Local Action 
Groups bottom up methodologies, Living Labs, User Experience and Social Spaces for Research 
and Innovation currently supported in Innovation Actions and Operational Groups. 

The idea behind this innovation approach is that they should be challenge-driven, focus on 
societal benefits and rapid modernization and provide favorable conditions for cooperation 
between research and innovation partners in order to achieve better and faster results 
compared to existing approaches. To achieve this aim, the concept of Open Innovation2 brings 
together innovation actors (farmers, services providers, public administrations, CAP Payment 
Agencies, IACS, etc) and helps to build bridges between research and practice.   

NIVA methodological framework applies an overarching concept based on an "interactive 
innovation model": collaboration between various actors to make best use of complementary 
types of knowledge (e.g. scientific, practical, organizational, etc.) in view of co-creation and 
diffusion of solutions/opportunities ready to be implemented in practice. Interactive 
innovation goes further than "linear innovation" or Top-Down, which stands for a science and 
research driven approach, where new ideas resulting from research brought into practice 
through one-way (linear) knowledge transfer, and where change and innovation are expected 
to be engineered, predictable and would be planned rationally. In "interactive" innovation, 
building blocks for innovations are expected to come from science, or from practice and 
intermediaries, including farmers, IT providers, 3rd parties, etc. as actors in a bottom-up 
process. Interactive innovation includes existing (sometimes tacit) knowledge which is not 

 
1 https://ec.europa.eu/eip/agriculture/en/eip-agri-concept 
2 https://publications.europa.eu/en/publication-detail/-/publication/15e2ff8d-c525-11e8-9424-
01aa75ed71a1 
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always purely scientific. It may also generate from a group of actors without necessarily having 
researchers involved.   

NIVA Consortium, and specifically Work Package 2 Management, aims at a flexible and open 
system for the creation of a multiplicity of operational spaces, formed by and oriented towards 
citizens, under each Use Case. The composition of those operational spaces is tailored to the 
objectives of the specific Use Case and will vary among them – they can be made up of - for 
instance - farmers, farmers’ organizations, researchers, private companies or anyone else who 
has something to bring to the table in terms of ideas, knowledge and solutions.  

Regarding citizenship, Open innovation aim to avoid the idea that research and innovation 
could be perceived3 as benefiting an elite few with little or no relevance for final users or 
citizens. Farmers must be able to trust the IACS innovation system. Including them in all phases 
of the R&I process, from policy, to project and market and asking them for their advice on 
what to do will is the best way to involve them in the implementation and use of NIVA tools. 

Nevertheless, researchers and experts, too often talk amongst them and leave themselves 
open to a perception of ‘elitism’. At the same time, citizens’ interests could be 
underrepresented compared to other stakeholders in the negotiation of Common Policies. To 
avoid this, NIVA project needs to engage the users and stakeholders creating a two-way 
dialogue between R&I and society to reinforce the NIVA R&I whole concept. In a more 
practical way, a stronger and more proactive users’ engagement is also essential to safeguard 
NIVA investment, because acceptance and ownership will be strengthened by the involvement 
and empowerment of final users. If our aim is to develop strong Use Cases and innovative IACS 
systems, they cannot be isolated, since an isolated system is always weaker. In a general way, 
as Europeans, if science should be a priority for public investment, Europe need citizens to 
share scientific values and recognize the contribution of Research to progress. 

Not only this, NIVA users’ involvement must be an informed involvement because 
developments that seem only to benefit the few will not gain the trust of the many. If the final 
users of IAC systems are not involved, then fear of change and rejection of NIVA innovations is 
logical. Expert-driven innovation may experience a backlash and become a focus of farmers 
protest. Many people, especially in conservative economic areas, are concerned about change 
and yet innovation is born in a culture of trust. If farmers are involved in this reflection then 
the trust in, and impact of, our results will be increased. Besides this, more and more European 
farmers hold higher education degrees. Enabled by digitalization and knowledge, our users are 
today prosumers capable of shaping the innovation process and bypassing restrictive practices 
of established sectors and governments. This goes well beyond citizen science and covers the 
entire research and innovation process, with citizens becoming co-designers and co-creators 
and, as taxpayers, co-funders. 

Open Innovation focus on people, first, and then empower them as actors of change. Change 
and knowledge flow the Innovation chain and create a culture of ‘knowledge-intensive-
development’. Without these strong connections between policy makers, public 

 
3 https://publications.europa.eu/en/publication-detail/-/publication/528557b9-5ff4-11e9-b6eb-
01aa75ed71a1 
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administrations, researchers, producers, innovators and final users, who jointly design the 
services and create new ideas and open space for new business models hardly could be 
success.  

However, Openness implies a deep change in the general R&I environment. Openness is an 
approach to turn research and innovation into more inclusive activities, involving a much 
broader range of actors and stakeholders. Openness means aligning, in every step of 
innovative and development processes, incentives and practices in the research and 
innovation system with user needs and expectations.  

NIVA Use Cases, and this is the main aim of this methodology, must be open to users and 
stakeholders and open to non-experts. Too often, the barriers of different mentalities, 
different goals and different languages prevent proper collaboration between scientists and 
broader society. To achieve this, skills, capabilities and knowledge must be enhanced. That 
includes legal (IPR, licensing), digital (digital tools and services for collaboration) and 
communication (dialog with society) skills as well as personal attitudes towards openness. 
Since ethics and research integrity lie at the very foundations of Open Science, this should be 
aligned with the EU principles on Responsible Research & Innovation. 

There should be an ongoing flow of knowledge and people between universities, the public 
sector and private companies in trans-European networks. All the IACS researching 
environment will potentially benefit when scientists found companies, when civil servants 
conduct research and when entrepreneurs enter public service. Excellent innovative Use Case 
must diffuse and turn into value. This is faster and broader if Open Innovation is applied 
following the concepts of Open Data for innovation.  

Besides this, it is important to mention that there is no impact without diffusion. Innovations 
do not ipso facto create productivity gains or welfare gains. This only occurs when the 
innovations diffuse across stakeholders. Diffusion of R&I should be an integral part of R&I 
policy. Diffusion is also essential to bridge the innovation divide different sectors and it 
became easier when NIVA dissemination target have been directly involved from the initial 
phases of the project and in all the creation stages.  

The concepts of Open Innovation have been already implemented successfully in projects as: 

Collaboration at Rural – C@R: 

C@R project was an Integrated Project, funded by the IST programme of the European 
Commission's 6th Framework with a budget of EUR 15 million and 33 project partners. It 
started on September 11th, 2006 and ran 36 months. C@R boosted the introduction of 
Collaborative Working Environments (CWE) as key enablers catalyzing rural development. 
According to this strategic goal, the C@R Integrated Project proposed a complete set of 
research activities and tasks which identified, developed and validated technological responses 
to the barriers jeopardizing the sustainable development in rural areas. C@R advanced on the 
specification, development, test and validation of powerful and flexible worker-centric 
collaborative platforms that significantly enhanced the capabilities of rural inhabitants leading 
to a better quality of life and a revalorization of rural settings. 
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MedLab: 

MedLab represents the first explicit application of the Social Spaces of Innovation approach to 
regional policy under an ERDF-funded Territorial Cooperation project. Project partners came 
together with varying backgrounds in innovation policy and a range of development concerns 
in five key areas: inno-SME networks, rural development, coastal zone management, 
participatory strategic planning and sustainable tourism. MedLab did achieve high visibility as 
regards the Living Lab approach and the role of regions in the shift towards a broader 
innovation policy. Indeed, the Smart Region concept promoted by MedLab has become a 
thematic domain of the European Network of Living Labs and gained audience with the 
European Commission, Committee of Regions, and the European Parliament, notably in the 
context of Open Days. Supporting these efforts are the concrete MedLab results that back up 
and promote continuation of this strategy. 

Habitats: 

The European INSPIRE directive established the base for a technical infrastructure for spatial 
information in Europe in order to support environmental policies and activities which may 
have an impact on the environment. It defines implementation rules in the areas of metatada, 
data specifications, network services, data and service sharing, and monitoring and reporting. 
The HABITATS project (Social Validation of INSPIRE Annex III Data Structures in EU Habitats) 
focuses on the adoption of INSPIRE standards through a participatory process, focused on 
stakeholders’ participation, to design and validate data, metadata, and service specifications 
with citizens and businesses. 
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1.5 Social spaces of Innovation 
In NIVA project and its Use Cases implementation, NIVA partners will design, set-up and 
develop several innovation ecosystems as instruments to capture, maintain and implements 
IACS innovations. These innovation ecosystems will complement and enhance previous 
ecosystems by connecting and integrating farming, knowledge, business and policy 
ecosystems. In the effective innovation ecosystem, as it is NIVA aim to develop, equal roles are 
anticipated for users who act as motivators and provide incentives for innovation, system 
integrators and technology providers, governance institutions and able coordinators. These 
innovation ecosystems, shaped around the defined Use Cases, will provide means to fully 
absorb a well-defined multi-actor approach.  

It is important to remind that New IACS Vision in Action project (NIVA) adheres a multi-actor 
approach in a staged process, involving different types of users of digital innovations regarding 
IACS system developed and demonstrated in this project. Therefore, the project will 
collaborate with farmers, farm advisors and other practitioners, using their knowledge, for 
developing solutions and creating "co-ownership" of results, together with several SMEs, 
partners of the Consortium or not, and other solution providers that bring in entrepreneurial 
skills and carry the results beyond the project.  

Moreover, the Innovation Ecosystems will be established within a framework of sustainability, 
ensuring its viability beyond the end of the project and also with the adoption of an 
organizational base structure leaded by the user's communities like user associations, 
foundations, Operational Groups, etc., with a clear definition of stakeholders, well balanced 
and weighed with a clear figure of a main representative of the social space. Nevertheless, 
before the use of this concept in our project, it should be properly defined. 

1.5.1 The concept of Social spaces and Social validation   

Originally, those concepts come from W. Mitchell Professor at MIT and Living lab concept 
adoption in Europe4 and are directly related to Open Innovation as promoted by Henry 
Cherbourg5 at the University of California. Continuing this work, there have been projects and 
studies that aim to define, classify and evaluate as many social spaces as possible with 
different approaches on their definition, classification and evaluation. 

Basically, this methodology, and its NIVA implementation, consists of a problem driven 
approach, with short cycles of experimentation, and target communities involvement in the 
early process.  In order to clearly set Social Spaces for Research and Innovation concept in 
terms of openness, mature level or design approaches P. Ballon6  used them in test and 

 
4 Helisinki manifesto in 2006: http://elivinglab.org/files/Helsinki_Manifesto_201106.pdf 
5 Chesbrough, H.: Open Business Models. How to Thrive in the New Innovation Landscape. Harvard 
Business School Press, 2006. 
6 Ballon, P., Pierson, J., Delaere, S. Fostering Innovation in Networked Comunications: Test and 
Experimentation Platforms for Broadband Systems. Simon Heilesen & Sisse Siggaard Jensen, eds (2007) 
Desingning for Networked Communications: Strategies and Development. Hersey: Idea Group 
Publishing, pp. 137-167. 
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experimentation platforms for broadband systems. After it, the previously mentioned C@R7 
project also set the preliminary concept of SSRI with a wider scope considering also the 
territory and a well-balanced stakeholders selection, adopting public-private partnership 
strategies for a sustainable growth.  

Social Spaces for Research and Innovation (SSRI)8 are defined as organizational ecosystems in 
which the research and innovation activities are guided by the necessities and constraints of 
the social communities that benefit from the results, involving, in a balanced way, all the 
actors present in the research and innovation value chain such as social communities, 
technology and solution suppliers, service suppliers, funding organizations and members of the 
local, regional and national legal, economic and political scene. As it is possible to see, this 
approach fully agrees with our defined MAA in the NIVA project.  

 SSRIs are linked to a specific context or territory whose main pillars or foundations are society, 
market, policy, technology and infrastructure (see Figure 1):  

 
 Fig. 1: Social Spaces for Research and Innovation five elements: policy, market, society, infrastructures and technology 

This concept pursues the creation of innovation territorial clusters for demand driven open 
innovation at environmental scenarios.  

It is important to mention that SSRI pillars are not the same that CAP Pillars I and II but they 
are in some way linked. The Common Agricultural Policy (CAP) concerns the pooling of 
European Union resources spent on agriculture and aimed at protecting the viable production 
of food, the sustainable management of natural resources and to support rural vitality. It 
consists of two pillars; the first9 includes direct payments and market measures. The second 
pillar10 concerns rural development policy and it is designed to support rural areas of the Union 

 
7 H. Schaffers, J. García Guzman, C. Merz, M. Navarro , Living Labs for Rural Development: Results from 
the C@R Integrated Project. TRAGSA and FAO Editors. Madrid. 2009. ISBN: 978-84-693-0040-4 
8 www.researchspaces.eu 
9 http://www.europarl.europa.eu/RegData/etudes/BRIE/2016/586622/EPRS_BRI(2016)586622_EN.pdf 
10 http://www.europarl.europa.eu/factsheets/en/sheet/110/second-pillar-of-the-cap-rural-
development-policy 
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and meet the wide range of economic, environmental and societal challenges of the 21st 
century. Therefore, it is clear how CAP I Pillar is linked, mainly, to SSRI Society and Market 
Pillars and CAP II Pillar covers, mainly, Technology and infrastructures, covering both the SSRI 
Policy Pillar. 

Through enabling new ways of collaboration within sectors, based on ICT solutions, this 
approach strengthens traditional researching activities as well as societal services, and 
stimulates emerging business activities with the purpose of generating innovative solutions, 
reducing costs and improving work user-experience and, definitely, making easier the adoption 
of researching solutions by final users and stakeholders. 

SSRI is paving the way from basic research to innovation and facilitates technology transfer to 
society including societal pilots and market pilots as market trials. SSRI is guaranteeing results 
and society adoption of the main outcomes of innovation into a profitable approach. It 
includes all types of test in available infrastructures, from early prototyping to end 
deployment. 

SSRI has become an important instrument for the emancipation and empowerment of the 
society, promoting new models of governance and relationships between society, national 
institutions and companies, democratizing the process for innovation. Most approaches do not 
consider sustainability indicators, lessons learnt and best practices to launch innovation 
ecosystems. Only SSRI consider success indicators, quality and maturity measures, clear target 
communities involved and enough critical mass or representativeness to be considered a 
strong innovation ecosystem. 

In alignment to the European approaches to diversity and different speeds of integration, the 
NIVA approach recognizes the different characteristics, requirements and goals in the various 
selected Use Cases and countries as well as the highly different initial settings in terms of ICT 
infrastructure, existing IACS solutions and stages of users’ communities building at the start of 
the project. In some settings we started from scratch, in others there was a more mature 
situation. Our methodology framework considers local community building as a basis for end-
user engagement, getting key stakeholders involved and agreeing with them about the open 
innovation strategy, establishing short experimentation, monitoring and evaluation cycles of 
solutions, and gradually building a framework to develop strategies for achieving impact at 
local, national and European levels.  

Within NIVA, WP2 has adopted SSRI concept as local innovation ecosystems, in order to work 
with stakeholders acting as key actors for socio-technical innovation and change. NIVA Use 
Cases will demonstrate that user empowerment and effective new CAP adoption everywhere 
can be carried out successfully.   

1.6 Stakeholders 

The SSRI concept aims to accelerate the progress of stakeholders’ communities or areas willing 
to be the ones playing a leading role in the tools that they will use and willing to actively 
participate in the co-creation and design of innovative services and ways of cooperation. The 
NIVA project points out that normally projects, SMEs, industries, public administrations and 
public entities interested on farmers quality of life do not sufficiently exchange information 
with them and do not network adequately, thus lacking a common strategy to exploit 
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synergies for achieving sustainability and societal impact. This goal indeed must be considered 
if active users' communities or “Social Spaces for Research and Innovation” to be created. The 
real power of SSRI lies on its member’s strengths and its cooperation capabilities in terms of 
knowledge exchange, joint design and planning of strategies and services oriented to achieve 
significant improvements and benefits to the final users. It is important to mention that 
Knowing the mission and strategic goals of the stakeholders, in order to align them with NIVA 
aims, will be mandatory from the mere beginning of the project. 

Besides this, our MAA and SSRI strategy, that guides this NIVA methodology, is fully supported 
by the concept of Open Innovation. One of the best and most concise definitions of OI was 
proposed by Chesbrough (2006): “the use of purposive inflows and outflows of knowledge to 
accelerate internal innovation, and expand the markets for external use of innovation, 
respectively.” This definition is based on fundamental assumptions developed in the 
economics and management literatures on “knowledge spillovers,” or whether and how 
knowledge “leaks” out of organizations that invest in knowledge development such as 
research and development (R&D). The European Commission (2016) develops this idea (which 
they dub Open Innovation 2.0) further, discussing the central role that users play in both value 
creation (as in distributed innovation or crowdsourcing, e.g., Afuah & Tucci, 2012) and as the 
target of innovation in and of itself (“user-centric”). This so-called Open Innovation 2.0 also 
includes a well-functioning “ecosystem” or business ecosystem, where stakeholders or 
members of the ecosystem collaborate “along and across industry and sector-specific value 
chains to co-create solutions to socio-economic and business challenges”. 

 Fig. 2: NIVA Stakeholder register 

Therefore, in order to carry out our process of new IACS tool development it is paramount the 
definition of the user groups that will help NIVA partners in the innovation process. 
Consequently, the first tool that NIVA methodology framework offers to WP2 is a common 
template to register the list of those users and stakeholders. This list, as shown in figure 2, will 
allow register the actors involved in the co-creation process. 
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The fields selected to be reflected have been: 

 Stakeholder identification 
 Title/Role. Obviously, all participation will be important. However, this field will give 

NIVA an idea of the relative weight for KPIs definition or other specific contributions 
from a concrete stakeholder. 

 Communication Types: Written, Verbal, Short document, Reports... 
 Communication Vehicles: Individual meetings, interviews, mail, periodical meetings, 

call... 
 Stake in the Project: Long description of the role developed in the project and the 

interest on its outcomes 
 Additional: Any other relevant information 
 Email 
 Phone 

1.6.1 Information collection  

In a practical level, NIVA will implement the MAA approach across the full chain, from farmers 
to public administrations and technology providers. The NIVA MAA is implemented through a 
complete set of mechanisms structuring the human interaction with all stakeholders 
(developed in this NIVA Methodology), and supports this interaction through social spaces, 
with each space catering to different phases of the interaction leading to the innovations and 
deployment of enhanced applications at the farmers. The previously stated cycles will be fully 
tested through the pilots, whose specifications are extracted from comprehensive use cases 
originating from users. NIVA not only deploys and tests the MAA methodology throughout its 9 
Use Cases pilots and extends its outreach through open calls, it also monitors its impact by 
evaluating the maturity level evolution of the stakeholders involved in the process. However, 
the whole process should start with an initial information gathering process. 

Managing information from stakeholders in a useful way involves gathering and distributing 
necessary information and assimilating them on the project activities and processes. It is 
important to mention that information collection will be a living process that will be active 
during the whole project lifetime, being implemented in the beginning of each life cycle. The 
information gathering techniques are repeated processes that are used to create and organize 
data across different kinds of sources. There are four main types of information gathering 
techniques as follows: 

 Interviewing: Stakeholders, participants, and experts are interviewed to obtain the 
information. 

 Brainstorming: This method is used to get a list of all project lists. All ideas are 
generated with the help of a facilitator through an open discussion and open 
interviewing techniques. Commonly, the brainstorming technique can be done during 
a scheduled meeting with peers, individual brainstorming, or even at an informal 
meeting. 

 Delphi technique: This technique in project management requires the presence of a 
facilitator that gives out questionnaires to solicit different ideas. The responses are 
summarized and recirculated to the participants. 
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 Root cause analysis: One of the information gathering techniques is the root cause 
analysis. It is used in identifying problems and its underlying causes thus developing a 
preventive action. 

NIVA methodology will suggest, in the development of WP2 activities the following practical 
implementations and tools as a guideline on best practices.  

It is necessary to emphasize that the same technique can be useful in different phases of the 
life cycle with Different purposes for each of them. 

In order to define each of the established techniques, some tools and best practices will be 
considered by NIVA methodology. First, every tool will be identified by a Name or identifying 
text of the technique and what are the Relations with other tools. Besides this, other points to 
be considered will be: 

 Context: Conditions of the project, equipment or phase of the life cycle that must be 
given to apply the technique in an appropriate manner: 

 Objective to achieve or Problem to solve: Description of the problem that can be 
solved objectives that can be achieved by applying this technique. 

 Solution: Description of the steps, activities and / or practices that are necessary to 
implement correct application of the technique 

 Roles: Description of the different participants with roles and responsibilities that are 
due to the correct application of the technique 

 Inputs: Information that is necessary to know for a correct application of the technique 
 Results: Knowledge to be obtained as a result of the application of the technique 
 Related techniques: This aspect is related to techniques that can be applied together 

with that described to achieve the objectives established for a phase of the life cycle 
considered 

 Tools: Information about the tools and elements of infrastructure and logistics that are 
necessary or useful to conveniently apply the one described 

 Lessons Learned: Experiences collected throughout the use of the technique about 
results, difficulties and advice to consider applying the technique in an open 
innovation project, participatory and directed by the user community 

This section describes the possible methods and techniques that could be applied to 
implement the necessary information gathering activities for the project and that ensure the 
correct implementation of the principles of open, participatory and community-led innovation. 
Besides this, the current point describes some techniques that could be considered relevant 
for NIVA according to the definition of the Use Cases. 

Users Interviews 

The purpose of this technique is to ask a set of predefined questions to a group of target users 
with the purpose of establishing their perceptions, opinions, beliefs or attitudes about a 
product, service, concept or idea. The context of application is the generation and incubation 
of ideas and projects to carry out Needs Analysis and Conceptual Design of Solutions. 

 The objective of this technique is, depending on the life cycle phase of the innovation project, 
has different nuances: 
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 In the phase of generation and incubation of ideas and projects, this technique is used 
to identify problems of daily life whose solution is a priority for a group of specific 
users 

 In the phase of identifying ideas and analyzing needs, this technique is used to 
establish the specific needs (functional, operational, security, support, etc.) that a 
solution must meet from a group point of view of specific users 

 In the design phase of these new solutions, this technique is applied so that a group of 
users of the same type, after using a solution that is in development, express their 
opinion about usability or operability 

 In the validation phase of new solutions, interviews are used to obtain information on 
the ease of use of a new solution in a real environment of use. 

 The necessary steps for the correct application of the technique are the following: 

 Preparation. In this step it is necessary to complete the following tasks to identify the 
research objectives and questions that are intended to be resolved by conducting the 
interview. The questions that will be included in the questionnaire that will be used to 
interview each of the users who will participate in the interview should be elaborated. 
It is recommended that closed-answer questions be included because it will allow a 
quantitative analysis of the responses increasing the scientific validity of the results 
obtained from the surveys. Likewise, it is necessary to include a question of open 
answers that serve the interviewee to express their opinions, perceptions or beliefs. 
These questions are of great importance because they provide qualitative evidence 
that serves to contrast or reinforce the quantitative results of the interview. It is 
necessary to clearly identify the target population of the interview, identifying the 
typology and characteristics of the interviewees. Based on this information, it is 
necessary to establish the people who will be interviewed and contact the 
corresponding appointments to conduct the interviews. Likewise, the interviewees 
must be informed in advance of the objectives, procedure and use that will be made of 
the answers provided 

 Developing. During the development of each interview, the interviewer will develop 
the previously designed questionnaire, asking the different questions in accordance 
with the answers offered by the user, so as to avoid asking for previously answered 
information and the interviewee has enough time to freely express your beliefs, 
opinions or reflections on the issue addressed in the interview. 

 Obtaining and analyzing results. Researchers who coordinate the performance of the 
technique will proceed to tabulation of the data and the application of different 
statistical analysis techniques (for example, descriptive statistics, analysis of the 
distribution of responses, different statistical techniques of hypothesis testing, 
identification of multiple correlations or regressions, etc.) to establish the answers to 
the research questions that guide the execution of the interviews. Likewise, the 
answers to the open questions will be used to identify qualitative evidence that 
provides more information about the objective established for the execution of this 
technique. 

 Subsequently, the results obtained will be used to prepare an analysis of them, which 
may be related to the identification and prioritization of innovation project needs, 
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detailed specification of the needs and restrictions that must be met by the solution 
developed in a project or the identification of the aspects to improve as a result of 
testing a prototype of a solution. 

The roles involved will be: Analyst/Developer: She/he is responsible for defining the objectives 
of the interviews, designing the questions, identifying and analyzing the results obtained; 
Users: People who will be interviewed to meet the objectives set for them and Interviewer:  
who will be responsible for guiding each of the interviews considered in the use of the 
technique. 

Depending on the phase of the life cycle in which we find ourselves, the inputs necessary to 
carry out this technique will be different: 

 In the incubation phase of ideas and projects, the necessary entries will be related to 
the description of the assistance activities of people with ID that are intended to be 
analyzed or the possible innovation initiatives that are intended to prioritize 

 In the phase of identification of needs and restrictions, the entries will be related to a 
description of the scope of the solution to be developed 

 In the New Solutions Design phase, the prototype of the solution being validated will 
be provided as input and, if tests have been performed, the results obtained from the 
execution of those tests 

 In the validation phase of new solutions, the description of the requirements 
established for that solution as well as the problems reported in previous phases (if 
they fall within the scope of the project) that can guide the preparation of the 
interviews will be provided as input 

The results of this technique are qualitative evidence regarding the objectives established for 
each focus group, such as: Identification of innovation areas or projects, Identification of needs 
and restrictions that must be met by the solution considered in an innovation project or 
Verification of the satisfaction of the needs established for a solution by a prototype 
developed during its development 

A correct identification of the research questions that guide the conduct of the interviews is 
necessary. It is needed to pay special attention to the representativeness (in number and 
profile) of the sample considered for the interviews because it can lead to incorrect results. In 
addition, if this technique is often used, the user community may get tired of participating 
using this tool. The NIVA interview template can be found in Annexes. 

Surveys 

A survey is defined as a research method used for collecting data from a pre-defined group of 
respondents to gain information and insights on various topics of interest. Surveys have a 
variety of purposes and can be carried out in many ways depending on the methodology 
chosen and the objectives to be achieved. The data is usually obtained using standardized 
procedures whose purpose is to ensure that each respondent can answer the questions at a 
level playing field to avoid biased opinions that could influence the outcome of the research or 
study. A survey involves asking people for information through a questionnaire, which can be 
distributed on paper, although NIVA will suggest preferably the use of web or online forms. 
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Online Surveys have now become the most widely used survey data collection method. This 
method is now widely being used because the reach of the surveys has increased to wherever 
there is internet access, which is everywhere. There is no limit to the types of questions that 
can be asked in online surveys and the data collection and data analysis is now structured and 
easy to manage. The survey response rate of online surveys is very high compared to other 
survey mediums. Two very easy and friendly platforms that could be used are: 

1. Google Forms11 
2. Survey Monkey12 

Both are designed to be used as Text Editors regarding the question to be answered and they 
offer some options regarding the answer: Yes/no, multiple choice, check buttons, option lists... 

When you conduct a survey, you must have access to its analytics. While manual surveys based 
on pen and paper or excel sheets require additional man-power to be analysed by experienced 
data analysts, it becomes much simpler when using those online survey platforms. Statistical 
analysis can be conducted on this survey data to make sense of all the data that has been 
collected. There are multiple methods of survey data analysis mostly for what is quantitative 
data.  

Meetings 

A meeting definition, appointment ways, questions, methods... are far beyond of the purpose 
of this document. NIVA Methodology would suggest that the result of a successful meeting 
should be clear, readable and concise minutes. NIVA minutes after stakeholders’ meeting 
should be a list of the following triplets: 

 What was decided 
 What was accomplished 
 What was agreed and actions for the attendees. Deadlines of the actions 

Story Telling 

This technique, highly recommended for the implementation of Agile methodologies, is used 
to identify specific needs that need to be solved to address specific problems 

The general context is the generation of ideas, needs analysis and conceptual design of 
Solutions. Depending on the phase of the life cycle of the innovation project that we find, the 
problem that is solved with this technique has different nuances: 

  In the phase of generation and incubation of ideas and projects, this technique is used 
to know what problems of the daily life of stakeholders’ should be solved by carrying 
out an innovation project. Likewise, this technique can be used to identify the general 
characteristics that the solution developed in the scope of a project must satisfy 

 In the phase of identification of ideas and analysis of needs, this technique is used to 
identify specific process or technological requirements that have to be contemplated 
for the solution to properly solve the problem to be addressed. 

 
11 https://support.google.com/docs/topic/9055404?hl=en&ref_topic=1382883 
12 https://www.surveymonkey.com/ 
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The necessary steps for the correct application of the technique are the following: 

 Preparation. For the preparation of this technique it is necessary to identify the actors 
involved in the activity of daily life to develop and the elements contributing to the 
correct description of the activity to be modeled 

 Developing. During the development of the technique, the coordinator will request the 
participation of the actors so that they tell how an activity of daily life is modeled, 
establishing the different interactions between the users involved. Likewise, the users 
can / should express their opinions about the difficulties in carrying out the activity 
using the current way of carrying it out 

  Analysis. The coordinator of the technique will use the material collected during the 
session to prepare a script of the current way to carry out the activity, looking for 
patterns, interaction between stakeholders, problems and current bottlenecks, as well 
as possible approaches to the resolution of the problem 

Roles: 

 Users. People who describe their daily activity in relation to a specific tool functionality 
solving a problem that they want to study for resolution. The participation of several 
people who play the same role to obtain a more complete vision of the problem to be 
resolved is not inadvisable 

 Coordinator He is responsible for the technique being applied according to the 
established steps and ensures that the activity is carried out sequentially and involving 
the participation of all stakeholders at the appropriate time. Also, It is the person in 
charge of collecting the necessary information for the correct description of the 
activity and providing the results of the analysis of the problem described 

The information inputs are the instruments, documents, utilities or other contextual 
information requested to elaborate a correct description of the activity under of study. The 
information outputs are the subjective opinions of the stakeholders about the questions 
established for their activity. Besides this, it will be obtained qualitative information about the 
experience of people regarding the specific activity and the description of the solution to be 
developed or difficulties of using the prototype that is being evaluated. The user stories 
templated will be described in following sections. 

There are more techniques that could be mentioned just for NIVA information. They could be 
furtherly developed under request. Some of them are: 

Focus Group 

This is a qualitative research technique where a group of people with a similar profiles and 
common interests, i.e. involved in the same task or in similar user communities, are 
interviewed jointly about their perceptions, opinions, beliefs or attitudes about the product, 
service, concept or idea. The purpose of this meeting is to obtain answers to the questions 
asked to different members of the focus group by facilitating the discussion between them. 

Ideas generation by Users 

The purpose of this technique is to establish informal communication channels through events 
where members of the social space share problems that require innovative solutions. This 
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technique is not aimed at encouraging the participation of managers or technicians in the 
generation of ideas but aims to involve ordinary members of the social space in the 
identification of problems. 

Final users Validation 

This technique is used to collect information and subjective assessment of end user groups as a 
result of the functional prototype test of the solutions to be developed in the context of a 
participatory innovation project led by user communities. 

There are others out of scope such as direct observation, validation of conceptual prototypes, 
evaluation of technological effectiveness, etc... 

1.6.2 Stakeholders requirements  

When defining requirements, there could be some confusion on the differentiation between 
business requirements, user requirements, and software requirements. All three types of 
requirements are different and serve different purposes. In the scope of the current 
methodology, the main interested will be focused on User requirements and how process 
them after the collecting process depicted in the previous section.  

User requirements, often referred to as user needs, describe what the user does with the 
system, in this specific case the Use Case, such as what activities that users must be able to 
perform. User requirements were generally documented, under waterfall development 
approach, in a User Requirements Document using narrative text. User requirements are 
generally signed off by the user and used as the primary input for creating system 
requirements. 

An important and difficult step of designing a software product is determining what the user 
wants it to do. This is because the user is often not able to communicate the entirety of their 
needs and wants, and the information they provide may also be incomplete, inaccurate and 
self-conflicting. The responsibility of completely understanding what the customer wants falls 
on the software analyst. The analyst carefully analyzes user requirements and carefully 
constructs and documents a set of high-quality system requirements ensuring that that the 
requirements meet certain quality characteristics. Traditional requirements describe how the 
software should act. The intent of the system is the focus. Requirements documents go into 
detail on how an area of software should work. They typically serve the purpose of guiding 
how the software team will build something. 

On the other hand, User stories are short descriptions of functionality told from the user’s 
perspective. The focus is on why and how the user interacts with the software. A user story is 
essentially a high-level definition of what the software should be capable of doing. Typically, 
any feedback or request that comes from the business or end-user can be written as a user 
story. 

A good user story is written in simple language and speaks to the reason and anticipated 
benefits of a specific area of the software. They usually follow a template like this: 

As a <type of user>, I want <some desired outcome> so that <some reason>. 
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Acceptance criteria often accompany the user story. These criteria are the boundaries of the 
user story (feature) and they essentially determine when the user story is completed. 
Acceptance criteria are also what the tester will write/conduct their tests against. It can be 
thought of acceptance criteria as the functional requirements that support a user story. They 
confirm priorities and integrate the user’s perspective into the development team’s approach. 

While user stories are plain and simple, requirements documents go into a lot of detail and 
take a fair amount of time to write. Requirements documents often contain things like 
executive summaries, scope, risks, and more. They set the level of quality for functionality, 
performance, and user experience. 

In general, user stories are more commonly used within agile methodology that would be the 
framework suggested in following sections, while requirements documents are more 
commonly associated with the traditional waterfall methodology. 

Due to the light nature of user stories, they promote more discussion and collaboration than 
requirements documents. Requirements lay out specific detail while the user story example 
leaves room for discussion. These discussions may take place prior to or within the planning 
session and they could be reflected using our User Interview template. 

By the time software is implemented per a formal requirements document, the actual 
requirements may have changed. With user stories, anyone should be able to contribute to the 
user story backlog at any time. This could be a developer raising issues on technical debt, the 
client requesting a new feature, or a tester who has noticed a bug issue. The backlog is a 
collaborative effort and therefore ensures the work being done aligns with the NIVA 
stakeholders needs. 

In order to collect our User Stories in each Use Case, NIVA methodology framework offers the 
Use Case persons in charge a specific template that can be found in Annexes section.  

1.7 Design and development  

The next stage of applications development life cycle covered by this methodology is the 
Design phase. During the design phase, developers and technical staff start the high-level 
design of the software and system to be able to implement each user requirement. 

The technical details of the design will be discussed with the stakeholders and various 
parameters such as risks that will be analyzed in following sections, technologies to be used, 
implementation teams, use case constraints, roadmap and person-months are reviewed and 
then the best design approach is selected for the Use Case. 

The selected architectural design defines all the components that need to be developed, 
communications with other Use Case or third-party services, data flows from Work Package 3 
or database communications as well as front-end representations. 

After the requirements and design activity is completed, the next phase is the implementation 
or development of the tools. In this phase, developers start coding according to the 
requirements and the design discussed in previous phases. For this phase, NIVA methodology 
framework will suggest Agile Software Development methods. 
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This is the step where Database administrators create the necessary data in a specific or 
shared database, front-end developers create the necessary interfaces and GUI to interact 
with the back end all based on guidelines and procedures defined by the stakeholders' 
requirements. 

Once the software has been fully tested, as explained in section 1.8 – Deployment and no high 
priority issues remain in the software, it is time to deploy to Use Case where final users can 
exploit the system. Once a version of the software is released to production, there is usually a 
maintenance team that looks after any post-production issues. If an issue is encountered in the 
production the development team is informed and depending on how severe the issue is, it 
might either require a hot-fix which is created and shipped in a short period of time or if not 
very severe, it can wait until the next version of the software. 

1.7.1 Suggested methodologies  

Agile Methodology is a people-focused, results-focused approach coding method to software 
development that respects a rapidly changing environment. It’s centered on adaptive planning, 
self-organization, and short delivery times. It’s flexible, fast, and aims for continuous 
improvements in quality, using tools like Scrum13 and eXtreme Programming14. 

It works by first admitting that the old “waterfall” method of software development leaves a 
lot to be desired. The process of “plan, design, build, test, deliver,” works okay for making cars 
or buildings but not as well for creating software systems. In a business environment where 
hardware, demand, and competition are all swiftly changing variables, agile works by walking 
the fine line between too much process and not enough. 

It abandons the risk of spending months or years on a process that ultimately fails because of 
some small mistake in an early phase. It relies instead on trusting stakeholders and teams to 
work directly with customers to understand the goals and provide solutions in a fast and 
incremental way. This approach is based on the following main ideas: 

 Faster, smaller. Traditional software development relied on phases like outlining the 
requirements, planning, design, building, testing, and delivery. Agile methodology, by 
contrast, looks to deploy the first increment in a couple weeks and the entire piece of 
software in a couple months. 

 Communication. Agile teams within the NIVA environment will work together daily at 
every stage of the project through face-to-face meetings. This collaboration and 
communication ensure the process stays on track even as conditions change. 

 Feedback. Rather than waiting until the delivery phase to gauge success, teams 
leveraging Agile methodology track the success and speed of the development process 
regularly. Velocity is measured after the delivery of each increment. 

 Trust. Agile teams and employees are self-organizing, that fully agree the Multi-Actor 
Approach and the Social Innovations Ideas. Rather than following a manifesto of rules 
from management intended to produce the desired result, they understand the goals 
and create their own path to reach them. 

 
13 https://www.scrum.org/resources/what-is-scrum 
14 https://www.agilealliance.org/glossary/xp 
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 Adjust. Participants tune and adjust the process continually. 

The most popular and common examples are Scrum, eXtreme Programming (XP), Feature 
Driven Development (FDD)15, Dynamic Systems Development Method (DSDM), Adaptive 
Software Development (ASD), Crystal, and Lean Software Development (LSD). Teams generally 
pick one or two methods. The most widely used methodologies are Scrum and XP, which 
dovetail nicely.  

Scrum is a hands-on system consisting of simple interlocking steps and components: 

 A product owner makes a prioritized wish list known as a product backlog. 
 The scrum team takes one small piece of the top of the wish list called a sprint backlog 

and plans to implement it. 
 The team completes their sprint backlog task in a sprint (a 2-4 week period). They 

assess progress in a meeting called a daily scrum. 
 The ScrumMaster keeps the team focused on the goal. 
 At the sprint’s end, the work is ready to ship or show. The team closes the sprint with a 

review, and then starts a new sprint. The cycle repeats until the software is complete. 

 
Fig. 3: Scrum Process 

 eXtreme Programming. Often used with scrum, XP is an example of how Agile can heighten 
customer satisfaction. Rather than deliver everything the customer could ever want far in the 
future, it gives them what they need now, fast. XP is centered on frequent releases and short 
development cycles. It uses code review, pair programming16, unit testing17, and frequent 
communication with the final user. 

 
15 http://www.featuredrivendevelopment.com/ 
16 https://stackify.com/pair-programming-advantages/ 
17 https://stackify.com/unit-testing-basics-best-practices/ 
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The benefits of Agile are tied directly to its faster, lighter, more engaged mindset. The process, 
in a nutshell, delivers what the customer wants, when the customer wants it. There’s much 
less wasted time spent developing in the wrong direction, and the entire system is quicker to 
respond to changes. A list of benefits is: 

 Faster. Speed is one of the biggest benefits of Agile Methodology. A faster software 
development life cycle means less time between requirements and solutions.  

 Increased user satisfaction. With Agile, customers don’t wait for months or years, only 
to get exactly what they didn’t want. Instead, they get iterations of something very 
close to what they want, very fast. The system adjusts quickly to refine the successful 
user solution, adapting as it goes to changes in the overall environment. 

 Values developers. Technical staffs whose ideas are valued are vastly more productive 
than those who are ordered to follow a set of rules. The Agile Methodology respects 
employees by giving them the goal, then trusting them to reach it. Since they’re the 
ones with their hands on the controls and the ones who see the obstacles that crop up 
every day, employees are in the best position to respond to challenges and meet the 
goals at hand. 

 Eliminates rework. By involving the stakeholders at more than just the phases of 
requirements and delivery, the project remains on-task and in-tune with customer 
needs at every step. This means less backtracking and less “out on a limb” time 
between the time we do the work and the time the customer suggests revisions. 

The list of best practices is long and involved, with dozens of tools to pick and choose. A short 
list of the main benefits will be outlined below: 

 Set priorities. A product backlog is a list of prioritized tasks maintained by a product 
owner. 

 Maintain small release cycles. The product should be released in increments every 2-4 
weeks, with stakeholders giving feedback before proceeding. 

 Use pair programming. Two programmers work side-by-side at a single computer. This 
technique results in an identical degree of productivity to separate programming but 
delivers higher quality. 

 Refactor. Rework code regularly to achieve the same result with greater efficiency and 
clarity. 

 Use test-driven development. Code the unit test first to keep the project on task 
throughout. Test-driven development as an Agile best practice also produces greater 
employee engagement, since it transforms testing from a boring grind to a coding 
challenge. 

Agile is a popular development methodology widely used by development teams who need to 
deliver apps efficiently. Nevertheless, Agile development requires Agile support18, therefore, 
development leaders must arm their teams with the tools and resources they need to succeed. 
A summarized list of additional tools is provided in References section.   

 
18 https://stackify.com/agile-development-requires-agile-support/ 
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1.7.2 Risk Analysis  

Risk analysis is the process of assessing the likelihood of an adverse event occurring within a 
specific sector. Risk analysis is the study of the underlying uncertainty of a given course of 
action and refers to the uncertainty of forecasted project's success or failure, and possible 
future economic impacts. Risk analysts often work in tandem with forecasting professionals to 
minimize future negative unforeseen effects. 

A risk analyst starts by identifying what could go wrong. The negative events that could occur 
are then weighed against a probability metric to measure the likelihood of the event occurring. 
Finally, risk analysis attempts to estimate the extent of the impact that will be made if the 
event happens. Risk analysis can be quantitative or qualitative. Under quantitative risk 
analysis, a risk model is built using simulation or deterministic statistics to assign numerical 
values to risk. Inputs that are mostly assumptions and random variables are fed into a risk 
model. 

NIVA methodology will suggest the use of a Qualitative Risk Analysis. Qualitative risk analysis is 
an analytical method that does not identify and evaluate risks with numerical and quantitative 
ratings. Qualitative analysis involves a written definition of the uncertainties, an evaluation of 
the extent of impact if the risk ensues, and countermeasure plans in the case of a negative 
event occurring.  

 
Fig. 4: NIVA Risk Register 

As the template shows, NIVA qualitative risk analysis prioritizes the identified project 
risks using a pre-defined rating scale. Risks in NIVA use cases will be scored based on their 
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probability or likelihood of occurring (Improbable, Possible, Probable) and the impact on 
project objectives should they occur (Acceptable, Tolerable, Undesirable, Intolerable). 

Besides this, each Risk will be defined by a detailed description and describing the impact 
in case of occurrence. Other fields to be filled are the Area affected by the Risk, previous 
symptoms and possible triggers (if they are known). Each Use case should develop a 
contingency plan covering the different solutions provided to solve or accept the Risks. 

A qualitative risk analysis will also include the appropriate categorization of the risks, 
either source-based or effect-based. In our case, it has been suggested the following Risk 
Categorization: 

 

 
Fig. 5: NIVA Risk matrix 

This matrix means that a Possible and Tolerable Risk is considered to have Medium Impact. 
Depending on the position of each risk in the matrix, there will be same pre-defined measures: 
Acceptance, Mitigation, Solution. Each Use Case will define its risk list and the list of possible 
responses.  

Nevertheless, there are some specific limitations in Risk Analysis. Risk is a probabilistic 
measure and, therefore, can never tell for sure what precise risk exposure is at a given time, 
only what the distribution of possible losses are likely to be if and when they occur. There are 
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also no standard methods for calculating and analyzing risk, and even can have several 
different ways of approaching the task. Risk occurrence is often assumed to follow normal 
distribution probabilities, which in reality rarely occur and cannot account for extreme events. 

1.7.3 Results and Impact assessment  

Despite this stage is maybe the last step of the life cycle of Use Cases it should be mentionend 
in NIVA methodology. At its most basic, NIVA results assessment, based on KPIs report, should 
have enough information to answer five basic questions: 

 What did we do? 
 Why did we do it? 
 What did we find? 
 How will we use it? 
 What is our evaluation of the assessment itself? 

A comprehensive program assessment plan and report could be as simple as a presentation to 
departments on the major results or it could be a detailed report to the Provost on assessing 
learning outcomes in the program. The reality is that a program rarely has only one purpose 
for engaging in assessment. Therefore, we may want to develop reports that are tailored 
specifically to the audiences you need to address. Assessment reports do not necessarily have 
to be pages and pages of text and graphs to be effective. NIVA WP2 chooses to prepare a 
report that briefly and succinctly outlines the Use Cases assessment program results. By 
highlighting the main points and significant results, in a concise manner we will present what 
are we trying to accomplish, what you did and did not accomplish, and what changes you will 
implement as a result. This results assessment will be carried out through a precise list of KPIs. 

A Key Performance Indicator is a measurable value that demonstrates how effectively key 
objectives are being achieved. Organizations use KPIs at multiple levels to evaluate their 
success at reaching targets. High-level KPIs may focus on the overall performance of the 
business, while low-level KPIs may focus on processes in departments such as sales, marketing, 
HR, support and others. Consequently, KPIs are quantifiable measures used to evaluate the 
success of NIVA Use Cases in meeting objectives for performance, previously defined by 
stakeholders’ requirements. This set of quantifiable measures will be used to gauge our 
performance over time and to measure the effectiveness of WP2 and its progress towards 
achieving project goals. 
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Fig. 6: NIVA KPI Register 

In the NIVA KPIs template each Use Case will register the following information regarding final 
outcomes validated through specific KPIs. The information will be explained accordingly to 
three main areas. 

Strategy: 

This section will define WHY a specific result has been obtained. The different points to fill by 
the Use Case person in charge are: 

 Goal: It names the strategic objective which is being assessed with this indicator 
 Audience: It names the key audience for this indicator and clarify who will have access 

rights to it 
 Question: It names the performance question(s) this indicator is helping to answer 
 Use: It describes how the insights this indicator generates will be used and outline how 

this indicator will not be used 

Description: 

This section will define WHAT a specific result is obtaining. The different points to fill by the 
Use Case person in charge are: 

 Name: Short and clear indicator name 
 Collection method: Description of how the data will be collected 
 Assessment: Describe how performance levels will be determined. This can be 

qualitative, in which case the assessment criteria need to be identified, or it can be 
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numerical or using a scale, in which case the formula or scales with categories need to 
be identified 

 Targets and/or Thresholds: Identification of targets, benchmarks, and thresholds for 
traffic lighting  

 Source: Describe where the validation data will come from 
 Frequency: Describe how frequently is this indicator will be collected. If possible, it 

should include a forward schedule 
 Reporting frequency: Outline how frequently this indicator will be reported to the 

different audiences (if applicable) 
 Data entry: Name the person or role responsible for collecting and updating the data 
 Expiry or Revision: Identify the date until when this indicator will be valid to or when it 

will have to be revised 

Validation: 

This section will define HOW a specific result is validated. The different points to fill by the Use 
Case person in charge are: 

 Cost: A estimation of the costs incurred by introducing and maintaining this indicator 
 Completeness: It assesses how well this indicator is helping to answer the associated 

key performance question and identify possible limitations 
 Consequences: It describes how this indicator could influence wrong behaviors just to 

accomplish the KPI 

1.8 Testing and Validation 

Developers also should write unit tests for each component to test the new code that they 
have written, review each other’s code, create builds and deploy software to an environment. 
Unit Testing19 is a level of software testing where individual units/ components of software are 
tested. The purpose is to validate that each unit of the software performs as designed. Testing 
cycle of development is repeated until the requirements are met. 

Testing is the last phase of the Use Cases development life cycle before the tool is delivered to 
users. During testing, experienced testers start to test the system against the requirements. 
The testers aim to find defects within the system as well as verifying whether the application 
behaves as expected and according to what was documented in the use stories or user 
requirements analysis phase. Testers can either use a test script to execute each test and verify 
the results or use exploratory testing which is more of an experience-based approach. 

It is possible that defects or bugs are identified in the testing phase. Once a defect is found, 
testers inform the developers about the details of the issue and if it is a valid defect, 
developers will fix and create a new version of the software which needs to be verified again. 
This cycle is repeated until all requirements have been tested and all the defects have been 
fixed and the software is ready to be shipped.  

 
19 http://softwaretestingfundamentals.com/unit-testing/ 
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After Testing phase, Validation will determine if the system complies with the requirements 
and covers the needs for which it is intended and meets the Use Case goals and stakeholders’ 
needs. 

 Validation is done at the end of the development cycle and takes place after testing is 
completed 

 It answers the question: Is the right Use Case being built? 
 Is it accessing the right data and using the right WP3 data models? 
 Validation is a High-level activity. 
 Validation is performed after a working version of the use case is produced against 

established criteria ensuring that the tool integrates correctly into the working 
environment 

 Validation is the determination of correctness of the final software product by a 
development cycle with respect to the user needs and requirements. 

 
Fig. 7: NIVA Testing and validation cycle 

It can also be defined Validation as “The process of evaluating software during or at the end of 
the development process to determine whether it satisfies specified requirements”20 

A product can pass while testing, as it is done on the paper and no running or functional 
application is required. However, when same points which were verified on the paper is 
developed then the running application or product can fail while validation. This may happen 
because when a product or application is built as per the specification but these specifications 
is not up to the mark hence they fail to address the stakeholder’s requirements. 

Advantages of Validation: 

 During verification if some defects are missed then during testing process it can be 
caught as failures 

 If during testing some specification is misunderstood and development had happened, 
then during Validation process while executing that functionality the difference 
between the actual result and expected result can be understood 

 
20 Standard IEEE-STD-610 https://standards.ieee.org/standard/610_12-1990.html 
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 Validation is done during testing like feature testing, integration testing, system 
testing, load testing, compatibility testing, stress testing, etc… 

 Validation helps in building the right product as per the customer’s requirement and 
helps in satisfying their needs 

Hence, validation helps in unfolding the exact functionality of the features and helps the 
testers to understand the product in much better way and it helps in making the product more 
user friendly. 

1.9 Deployment 

Regarding deployment, Rapid development, one of Agile methodologies greatest strengths, 
can also be a major weakness if testing and automation are not properly developed. Moving 
too fast without the right processes in place can lead to errors, downtime, and poor user 
experience. However, NIVA can obtain major advantages when agile deployment is done right. 
Not only is agile, it also leads to fewer failures and smaller recovery times. However, for a 
successful deployment, Use Cases should consider the best practices of agile deployment, keep 
in mind that every case and every application is different. These best practices will be a general 
guideline to developing a unique deployment process each tool or Use Case: 

Deployment checklist 

Deploying new applications can be a complicated task, but it’s simple once there is a process. 
Nothing prepares a team for success like a checklist. This list will remind to complete critical 
tasks both before and after deployment.  

Deployment tools 

Deployment is made possible by a fleet of tools that let development teams automate key 
stages of the software development life cycle. Each Use Case is different, so there is no perfect 
set of tools for every case. Some application tools that could be recommended are: 

 Microsoft Team Foundation Server is a set of collaborative software development 
tools to share code and ship software. It integrates with an existing IDE or editor, 
enabling cross-functional teams to work effectively on software projects of all sizes 
which Key Features are: 

 Version control 
 Integrates with Agile processes 
 Works with any programming language or IDE 
 Automate and track deployments 

 JetBrains’ TeamCity is a continuous integration and software deployment server with 
Docker images for servers and agents. It offers a wide range of developer-oriented 
features to take team performance to the next level. Special additional functionality 
can be added from over 100 ready-to-use plugins. Some of its Key Features are: 

o Start within minutes from installation 
o Support for third-party tools without plugins or modifications 
o Comprehensive version control system 
o Customization and extension of the server 
o Cost: Free license with fees for additional capacity 
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 Jenkins offers continuous delivery and continuous delivery tools in an open-source 
automation server. Plugin structure supports building, deploying, and automating 
software projects. Jenkins can easily distribute work across multiple machines, helping 
drive builds, tests, and deployments across multiple platforms faster. Its key features 
are: 

o Hundreds of plugins available 
o Continuous Integration and Continuous Delivery 
o Easy installation and configuration 
o Installation packages available for Windows, Mac OS X, and other Unix-like 

operating systems 
o Web interface offers easy configuration and error checks 

Either way, there are many other deployment tools21. 

Continuous integration server and Continuous delivery 

One of the most important tools for successful agile deployment is a continuous integration 
(CI) server. CI servers pull in the source code from all developers and test it together in real 
time. This helps teams avoid “integration hell”, where code works on a developer’s 
workstation, but not together in the main branch. CI servers are sometimes called “build 
servers” because they take the source code and package it into an application artifact (this is 
called “building”). Continuous integration also incorporates principles of continuous testing, 
where teams constantly collect feedback in order to catch problems as soon as possible. 

Once the code is integrated and the application is built, CD involves packaging and preparing 
the code for deployment. The application is put in a pre-production environment, or a replica 
of the actual production server. Rigorous testing takes place during the delivery phase to 
ensure the application will work once deployed. The goal of continuous delivery is to have 
applications that are always ready to deploy. Not only does this speed up software 
deployment, it has also been proven to produce higher quality software. Often, CI and CD can 
be automated together with tools like Jenkins, or you can find two tools that support each 
other, like TeamCity, previously mentioned. 

Deployment process automation 

If NIVA use cases new versions will be manually deployed, that could mean a wrong approach. 
Deployment is a complex process and doing it by hand leaves too much room for human error. 
Deployment automation reduces errors, speeds up deployments, and makes the process 
easier. The simplest form of deployment automation is the use of scripts to deploy specific 
actions in a specific environment in a specific context. For more advanced automation, use any 
one of the software deployment tools on the market today. Many CI/CD tools also support 
automated deployment. 

Monitor your KPIs 

Once a new version is deployed, it is important to pay attention to KPIs and their metrics. 
Common deployment KPIs could include server utilization, exception rates, operation times 

 
21 https://stackify.com/software-deployment-tools/ 
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and database performance. NIVA Use Cases should monitor all of their KPIs and track 
deployment so they could know the source of problems if they arise. 

Rollback strategy 

NIVA Use Cases always should have a rollback strategy in case something goes wrong. When 
an error occurs upon deploying a new version, usually the best solution is to switch back to the 
last known working version of the Use Case. There are release automation tools that support 
rollbacks, or the Use Case team could keep a backup copy of the latest version until the new 
version is working properly. 

The best-case scenario for Use Cases deployment is that it becomes an uneventful task. By 
developing a process, choosing the right tools, and automating as much as possible, NIVA WP2 
can be confident that each deployment will perform just like it is intended.  
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2. Conclusions 
Over the last twenty years research on the meaning of SI has advanced significantly from the 
original concepts of Social Spaces, Living Labs to the current Multi Actor Approach. Several 
scientific disciplines have taken the concept on board, because it helps to understand the 
social dimensions of innovation, and to detail the content of human development in terms of 
users satisfaction, coalition building, resources deployment, empowerment and bottom-up 
governance, community dynamics and path dependency. Its multi-dimensional and practice-
oriented nature has also given a major impetus to interdisciplinary and transdisciplinary 
research methodology.  

As it has been explained, MAA applied to the development of NIVA Use Cases will allow us to 
develop NIVA Tools and Services fully adapted to stakeholders’ needs because they will be 
always involved in each stage of every life cycle. Not only in the early phases of requirements 
definition but in development, design, deployment and testing. All those steps will be carried 
out in our project at least twice being NIVA methodology open to implement them as many 
times as possible. 

This document has provided a set of tools to carry out that stakeholders involvement from the 
mere beginning of the project and during all its lifetime. Besides this, the use of common tools 
will facilitate the management and governance of this Work Package and, consequently, of the 
whole project.  

The use of common templates is highly recommended. On the other hand, this document has 
highlighted many tools and techniques that could be used by NIVA Partners given them a wide 
margin of decision in any specific implementation.  

This methodology aims to facilitate the development of NIVA Use Cases to provide not only 
tools for the development but ways to a paramount implementation in real conditions. This 
should be helpful for NIVA Consortium, the CAP Payment agencies involved, EU Policy makers 
and, ultimately European Farmers and landowners.  
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Chesbrough, H. (2006), Open innovation: a new paradigm for understanding industrial 
innovation in: Chesbrough, H., Vanhaverbeke, W., and West, J. (Eds.), Open Innovation: 
Researching a New Paradigm, Oxford, Oxford University Press, 1-12 

Afuah, A.N. and Tucci, C.L. (2012), Crowdsourcing as a solution to distant search, Academy of 
Management Review, 37(3), 355-375 

Moulaert, F. and Nussbaumer, J. (2008), La logique spatiale du développement territorial, 
Sainte-Foye: Presses Universitaires du Québec 

Standard IEEE-STD-610 on terms currently in use in the field of Software Engineering 
identification. Standard definitions for those terms are established. 

Agile Programing, aditional tools and resources: 

ActiveCollab. An affordable tool for small businesses, ActiveCollab is easy to use. This 
software development aid requires little training and provides excellent support. 

Agilo for Scrum. Stakeholders get updated automatically on the project’s progress with 
Agilo for Scrum. Features sprint reports and burn down charts for better data mining. 

Atlassian Jira + Agile. This powerful project management tool facilitates development by 
incorporating Scrum, Kanban, and customizable workflows. 

Pivotal Tracker. This methodology tool is geared specifically for mobile projects. A little 
jargon-heavy, it’s user-friendly after a brief orientation period. 
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Prefix. This free tool from Stackify provides an instant feedback loop to catch and fix bugs 
before they can deploy. 

Retrace. For a more robust solution complete with monitoring, errors, logs, and more, 
Stackify’s Retrace provides app performance insights from integration to QA to production, 
at the code level. 

Agile Manifesto. This is the original document that kicked off the Agile movement. It 
contains all 12 key tenets of the methodology at large. 

Burn Down Charts. These are visual representations of work left vs remaining time. 
Download an Excel template here from SmartSheet.com. 

Agile project plan. This is a tool for tracking the progress of the overall Agile project. This 
article from Ambysoft outlines the entire project planning process. 

Agile product backlog. This helps product owners track and prioritize customer 
requirements. You can download an Excel template here. 
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Anexes 

NIVA Stakeholder Interview Template 
 

 

 

NIVA STAKEHOLDER 
INTERVIEW TEMPLATE 

 

OVERVIEW 
 
PROJECT VISION 
• What is your vision for this Use Case - Product? 
• What defines success for this Use Case - Product? 
• What are the potential pitfalls? 
 
COMPETITION 
• What similar tools are in use today? 
• Target Market? Value Proposition? 
• What are their relative strengths/weaknesses? 
• How is this offering different? 

 
USERS 
 
USERS (of the Use Case) 
• Different types of users  
• Who is primary? 
• Role(s)? 
• Typical Background? 
• Defining Attribute? 
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VALUE PROPOSITION 
• What problems do users have that this offering solves? 
• What is the core value proposition of the Use Case? 

 
(Optional) 

• What are the main marketing messages? 
 
YOUR USERS 
• Target user(s)? 
• What problem do they have that this Use Case solves?  
• Who is their competition? 
• How are they differentiated? 
 
USER GOALS 
• What defines success?  
• What is a bad result?  
• What would the users wish for? 
 

CONTEXT OF USE 
• What tools do they use today? (if any) 
• What data points do they collect today?  
• What’s missing in the current process that this tool will provide? 
• Where do you imagine your new (or redesigned) offering will fit?  
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NIVA Stakeholder Interview Template 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 


